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Section I-Introduction 
 

          The Cabinet of the United States of America is part of the executive branch, and serves as an advisory 

board to the president. The cabinet began in 1793, with the presidency of George Washington, and there are 

currently 17 cabinet positions, and 8 cabinet level positions.  
 

Section II—Topic Background 
 

                   France held considerable influence over the territory containing the modern day country of Vietnam for 

over one hundred and fifty years. This French hegemony was broken by Japanese occupation during World War II.  

In 1945, with the conclusion of World War II, the Japanese withdrew from the Indochina region. Vietnamese 

Nationalists, led by Ho Chi Minh, declared independence. The French, unwilling to part company with such a 

valuable territory cajoled Ho Chi Minh into accepting French overseership while maintaining autonomous state 

status.    However, the French declared control of the region initiating a 9 year long struggle between the two that 

finally ended in 1954 with a French defeat at Dien Bien Phu and the Geneva Accords. The country was partitioned 

into communist North Vietnam and capitalistic Southern Vietnam along the 17th parallel. The topic of 

reunification was brought up, but delayed indefinitely by the United States. In 1955 nationalist Ngo Dinh Diem 

emerged as the leader of South Vietnam, and Ho Chi Minh was confirmed as the leader of North Vietnam. Tensions 

between the two countries remained fairly stable until the late 1950’s at which point the northern government 

began attacking southern barracks and storage centers. At the beginning of the new decade the National 

Liberation Front was established in North Vietnam, and, in response, President John F. Kennedy began authorizing 

military advisors to assist South Vietnam. As North Vietnam continued the attacks against southern governmental 

and military forces South Vietnamese President Ngo Dinh Diem began his fall from grace. His preferential 

treatment and favoritism of the Catholic minority in South Vietnam alienated him from the Buddhist majority, 

eventually setting of a string of self-immolation protests from Buddhist monks. This culminated in a bloody coup 

in 1963, which was followed by 12 more in a 2 year span.  

          In the United States President John F. Kennedy was assassinated and replaced by Lyndon B. Johnson. In 

1964, the USS Maddox is attacked, resulting in the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution, which states that the United States 

will take “all necessary measures” to ensure safety of their interests. In March of 1965, the president authorized 

Operation Rolling Thunder, a series of bombing raids throughout North Vietnam targeting NLF controlled areas. As 

the war progressed,  President Johnson called for more troops, and as a result draft numbers and draft riots both 

increase.  

          Amidst the tumult in the United States, South Vietnam reformed under a constitution and elected Nguyen 

Van Thieu as its president. Popular support for the US war in Vietnam was shaken by a number of key events in 

1968. On January 30th, 1968, during the Tet holiday ceasefire, a massive North Vietnamese Army and National 

Liberation Front series of attacks swept through major cities and installations. NLF commandos came very close 



to seizing the US embassy in Saigon, a symbol of American power there. Beleaguered marines at Khe Sahn, under 

siege for 66 days, were dramatically resupplied and rearmed by air. US airstrikes dropped 5,000 bombs on or near 

the base daily, exploding enough conventional ordinance to be equivalent to the raw explosive power of five 

Hiroshima-sized blasts. Americans were riveted by the nightly news broadcasts and analysis. The American 

massacre of Vietnamese civilians at My Lai unfolded between March 16th, 1968 (the day of the initial killings) and 

late 1971 (when in March Lieutenant William Calley was found guilty of murder and December when Colonel Oran 

Henderson was acquitted on charges of covering up the massacre). The massacre and the media coverage  

of it—from newspaper accounts to photographs of dead civilians to television coverage—fundamentally shook 

popular support for the war in Vietnam. 

          Richard Nixon, by then elected as president, promised to restore “law and order” and end the draft. Nixon 

then began his program of Vietnamization, reducing the amount of United States soldiers and replacing them with 

South Vietnamese ones. US bombing of North Vietnamese camps in neutral Cambodia and a secret war in Laos 

were detailed in a front page article in the New York Times. The papers revealed that the Kennedy administration 

had been partially responsible for the coup against Ngo Dinh Diem and that the government was misreporting the 

efficacy of the bombing runs on the Viet-Cong. These so-called “Pentagon Papers”, along with the deaths of 

anti-war protesters at Kent State University shook American confidence in the war deeply, and led many to call for 

an end to US involvement there.  

          As the year 1972 opens, the Government lacks the trust of the people as the process of Vietnamization 

continues, and President Nixon faces Re-election.   

Section III—Possible Solutions 
 

          With the collapse of the American public’s trust, the committee should move toward actions that 

contribute to unity of the people. In addition, President Nixon is up for Reelection in 1972, and as the president’s 

top advisors it is your job to endure his reelection in order to keep your jobs.  A continuation of Vietnamization is 

one method to attempt to appease the public. However there are other alternatives such as the military advisor 

support done in the early stages of the war, and the technological support that is currently ongoing. Delegates 

should look for a balance that works between American, South Vietnamese, and North Vietnamese interests.  

Section IV—Additional Information 

          This committee will function as a cabinet, consisting of  cabinet positions and cabinet level positions. 

Although President Nixon faces re-election, positions in committee are solidified for the duration of time that is 

covered. For example, even if historically a delegate’s role ends in 1973, the position of the delegate will not be 

changed, and they will remain as the same person they began the committee as, even if the committee extends 

until beyond 1973. The function of the committee is to advise Nixon, and as such the committee can issue 

traditional crisis committee style directives and communiques. In addition, advisory notes to the president will be 
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in use. Delegates may use personal powers that are logically within their power, and the more detailed and 

justified these are the more likely they will be approved. Research on a delegate’s position is highly suggested, as 

it will allow for enhanced accuracy in these personal directives. Since the committee is crisis-style there will be no 

speakers list, instead it will flow as a cycle of moderated and unmoderated caucuses. Please be aware of these 

differences in committee style when researching.  
 

Section V—Questions That Should Be Taken Into Consideration 
 

 Will the United States be able to continue Nixon’s Vietnamization? 

How will you ensure that Nixon is Re-elected? 

Is it possible to calm the tension inside the United States and stay in the war effort? 

Are peace negotiations a viable alternative to continual US support of South Vietnam? 

How will the USSR and China react to peace negotiations with North Vietnam? 

Section VI—Helpful Sites and Resources 

Database—U.S. Department of State—U.S. Involvement in the Vietnam War: The Tet Offensive 
goo.gl/qCzuxL (shortened URL from history.state.gov) 
 
Video—History Channel and A&E Television Networks—Vietnam War Timeline 
goo.gl/pG8ori (shortened URL from www.history.com) 
 
Archive—National Archives and Records Administration—Pentagon Papers 
goo.gl/PvnRbt (shortened URL from www.archives.gov) 
 
Encyclopedia Entry—Encyclopædia Britannica—Ngo Dinh Diem 
goo.gl/DyGhyV (shortened URL from www.britannica.com) 
 
Timeline—BBC News—Vietnam Profile - Timeline 
goo.gl/DJDqzJ (shortened URL from www.bbc.com) 

 
Very truly, yours. 

K. SMITH, Committee Chairperson. 
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